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Customers are the ground base of bank’s business development and the source
of value creation. The situation of the domestic and international economic and
financial becomes tightening. The competition to get deposits and customers is
increasingly fierce. At present, managing staffs lack a channel to analyze and
study the basic information of corporate account, thus unable to get the
information the existing corporate accounts in detail. So there is an urgent need to
develop a set of system that can analyze, research and manage corporate
accounts. Banking informationization has accumulated a wealth of data for the
banking industry, which not only laid a foundation for data analysis and data
dissection but also provides a data base. As the data integration and analysis
technology continues to develop and become mature, its research and application
are gradually involved in various industries. In this paper, in corresponding to the
problems and challenges of the bank’s corporate account business, we adopt a
data integration technology to establish the comprehensive data management
platform so as to realize a corporate account management system in one bank.
The main research findings include:
1. Design the data model of bank corporate account data warehouse; adopt ETL
technology, metadata management to extract, transform and integrate the
corporate accounts’ related data so as to provide good data base for the data
analysis of corporate accounts;
2. In the comprehensive data management platform, data analysis technology is
adopted to realize the effective analysis and proper management, including
analysis of account’s status, deposit, transaction, contribution degree and so on,
which is for managers to have decision making and set up customer strategy;
3. Design and realize corporate account’s management system in one bank. The













is also a great support to implement “customer strategy”.
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